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Abstract - In recent years has arisen high speed in growth of transmission video media. In this paper 
presented a method for encode video by using the above functions Kayes and cellular automata. In this 
our method partake from hyper-chaotic functions capabilities which include sensitivity to initial values, 
pseudo-random and non-periodic behavior is function along with cellular automata capabilities. Due to 
the complexity in which there is hyper-chaotic function and also been big key space toward to normal 
chaos functions, There are more resistant versus hacker attacks and consequently significantly increased 
security. Pseudo-random bits employed in each network for encoding the coefficient of direct current 
(DC) and alternating current coefficients (AC). The obvious point proposed scheme use of cellular 
automata are enhance the speed cryptography and therefore improving security. The results show that 
this scheme has good steganography security and perceptual and complexity speed, also there are not 
effect on compression efficiency that this method has made efficient and effective. 
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1. Instruction 

Advantages of chaos theory for data protection purposes are now obvious. In addition, the characteristics of 
sensitivity to initial value and sensitivity to initial parameters, these values and parameters perfect pick up for 
use as an encryption key. So far, some of the data protection tools have been proposed, data encryption is also 
typical of them. Data encryption [1] often the initial data converted into a form that to be protected from them 
confidential. Only authorized users has access to the correct key successful recovery of data. Many algorithms 
have been reported based on numerous chaoses. Algorithms are classified into several types based on 
characteristics that include: chaos switching, chaos modeling, chaos current code, chaos block code and other 
types are encryption algorithms. In chaos switching [2] chaos two systems is used to represent 0 and 1 signals. 
In chaos modeling [3] chaotic sequence is used as a carrier of messages, Thus in the time to send chaos 
sequence added to the message and the sequence produced is sent. At the time receiving are low chaos sequence 
and the message is retrieved. In chaos current code caused a current key by chaos sequence manufacturer and to 
encrypt the initial text is used as one-to-one. For example, some of code systems based on chaos message are by 
chaotic signals generated from time continuous chaos dynamical systems [4], Discrete chaos dynamical systems 
[5,6] or tightly coiled networks modeling [7]. Chaos block code original text transmits as block to block and by 
mapping the chaos. For example, the encoder is structured based on the modified design [Baker 8], discrete two-
dimensional design [Baker 9] or chaos three-dimensional designs [10]. Due to simply chaos in the 
implementation being used this theory for image or video encoding which are often with high volumes of data. 
For example, Kolmogorov design is used order to design parallel image encryption algorithm [11], the two 
chaos mapping are combined for the mixing of image pixels [12], Non-linear algorithms have been introduced 
to image encryption linear function replace [13], chaos characteristics and spread exponential chaos mappings to 
be improved and for encryption algorithms being used [14], Bakar design allows to encoder structuring an 
image block [8]. This image coding encoded to directly and without compression. Virtually image or video to 
save in storage space and communication load, are compressed. So it is reasonable to before data from encrypt, 
we compressed. So with consider this fact that an image and video has high data volumes, compressed data 
encryption and reduces the time cost. However, data volumes are high and timing. So as to reduce time, we just 
code parts certain of the compressed data. Chaotic system structure desired according the type of data is space 
and time. Space chaotic system being used in both of current encoders and the block encoders. Because we have 
need to access data in different places and schedules, to solve the problem, takes the place of chaos function that 
producing different amounts at different times. Thus partake from tightly coiled a network, which generates 
pseudo-random values, these networks have good hiding characteristics. In the current encoders are produced 
[15] multiple the current key from tightly coiled networks by using simple algebraic calculations, and encoded 
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by the operator initial data XOR bit. Another issue that needs to be considered in the discussion is high security 
encryption. 

In this paper, we partakes encoder based on hyper-chaos function, which are spatial when acts, with these 
difference that for the encoding using from a two-dimensional cellular automata. Compared with other things 
we are considering to several aspects: Initialize the network, repeat in the networks and extracting the final 
values network from an image provides randomization and therefore security, XOR Bit operator being used 
order to encode the data. In the proposed method are encrypted video data as block blocks, As a result, the size 
of any the network to choice block size was video and is fixed. Values depend on in the tightly coiled networks 
and values in networks n-th to value before network it. 

The remaining contents of this paper are as follows: In section 2 are review encryption systems based on cellular 
automata and hyper-chaos system of the proposed to detail. Then, in Section 3 encryption design based on the 
proposed encryption is structured. In Section 4, the proposed method includes security; compression efficiency 
and speed are evaluated. Finally, Section 5 Conclusions and future works will be discussed. 

2. Encryption based on hyper-chaotic systems and cellular automata 

The encoder general framework of the overall structure of the encoder used in this paper is shown in Figure 1. 
According to this encryption process so that compressed data for the encoding as DCT coefficients in each block 
8×8 given as the initial data is to encrypt the data [16-18] and it encrypts to help hyper-chaotic functions and by 
using of cellular automata [19] two-dimensional is encrypted. 

 
Figure 1: encryption based on cellular automata 

2.1. Cellular Automata  

A cellular automaton was introduced in 1940 by von Neumann. Cellular Automata are dynamic systems in 
terms of time, place and discrete states. Cellular automata includes an array of cells that each cell has a value of 
possible states which all cells simultaneously in discrete time steps are updated in accordance with the special 
law. [19,20] State of the cell can be any integer number. Neighbors cells are included self-cells and neighboring 
cells it. Cellular automata in action can be one, two, or three dimensions. In automata the one dimension, a local 
neighbor cells connected to r (r is the radius of the law). [20,21] The simplest Cellular automata has a radius of 1 
and two states (0.1). Conclusion functions or law development of f simple Cellular automata as follows: 

Si(t+1) = f(si-1(t)،Si(t)،si+1(t))      (1) 

Which s is state cellular automata, Si (t) expresses cell state i at the time t [22].  

Because of its algorithm and implementation simple hardware is of particular importance in the production of 
pseudo random number. In this method, a set of cells grouped, each cell with neighboring cells have a cellular 
automaton, its value is defined by law. [22] Since performance can not easily be guessed from its cellular 
automata in the next step are used to generate pseudo random numbers. The problem this method produced a 
short sequence of numbers so that series of numbers generated repeatedly. To solve this problem have been 
proposed synthetic laws or compound automatically that has considerable improves generate random numbers 
situation but problem its the use of several laws and thus more complex hardware. Also because the simplicity 
of the performance of automaton, decrypt the information is easy. 

2.2. Hyper-chaotic systems 

Since video data order to encrypt beginning to compresses, these data are provided for the encoding in the form 
of blogs. The size of each block is 8×8, As a result, so is the size of the network. For each network 8 × 8 model 
is defined as follows: 

Heyper-Kayes 

function 

Blocks coefficients 

DCT 
Cellular automata Encrypted block 
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The four numbers X1, X2, X3, X4 are as output functions hyper-Kayes top after m iterations for each area of the 
image. These numbers are real numbers. So that the initial values -≤x4,n≤  and i, j respectively represent the 
row and column each network and n represents the point time. Amount of X4 by hyper-chaos functions from the 
previous step obtained to initialize used for Cellular automata. 

3. Video encoding based on the proposed encryption 

Since multimedia data are image and video has redundancy, most of these data compression to reduce storage 
space and transfer. For those who been agree with communications hidden algorithms that are associated with 
compression, we examined. JPEG and MPEG 2 standard for image and video are two types of compression 
devices. In both of them still image is divided into 8×8 blocks, and each block has been transferred by 8×8 
DCT, by determination steps digitized in a zigzag practices gets scrolling and then with a variable length coding 
(VLC) is encrypted. Since block size is the same with network, we recommend encryption based on 
irregularities for hidden one to one blocks. The structure of algorithm encryption / decryption suggested shown 
in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: Structure encrypt / decrypt video with the proposed method 

In compression after the initial encryption (color space conversion and segmentation blocks) [16], conversion 
DCT and digitization blocks by encryption proposed are hidden, and block is encrypted then spent the final 
hidden (Zigzag scrolling and VLC). In image compression data is compressed and encrypted before first 
decoding, then decoding operation, photos digitization taken conversion and finally decoding done. Decoding 
action is symmetric with encryption operation. In the encryption block, only DC coefficient and AC coefficient 
symbols are encrypted to reduce the impact on the compression efficiency. This process is shown in Figure 3 is 
as follows: First, the n-th block, set parameters 7,71,00,0 ... nnnn aaaA   are extracted. Here, 0,0

na  
equal DC 

coefficient and the remaining bits are AC symbols. If i,j-th AC is greater than 0,
 1, ji

na  otherwise is 

0, ji
na . Second, the parameters extracted by irregularities network and are encryption in the following. For 

the DC coefficient included in each block with the following equation: 

𝐶 ,  𝑎 ,   𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 ,  

Determined in accordance with the above equation bits from cellular automata with DC network coefficient by 
XOR bit operator is encrypted. But for the remainders of coefficients which include were AC coefficients and 
accordance with algorithm to increase the speed of encryption will encrypt symptoms of these coefficients. 

𝐶 ,  𝑎 ,   𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 ,  
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Figure 3: block encryption process 

4. Video decoding 

Decoding is symmetric with encryption. In decoding data compressed and encrypted the first pre-decoding, then 
taken act of decoding, digitization photos and conversion and finally done post-decoding. 

In the decoding block, only the DC coefficient and AC coefficient are decoding symbols. This process is as 
follows: First, from nth block 𝐶  𝑐 , 𝑐 , … 𝑐 ,  set parameters are extracted. Here 𝐶 ,  equal the DC 
coefficient and the remaining AC symbols bits are encrypted. If i,j th AC is greater than 0, 𝐶 , 1 in the 
otherwise is 𝐶 , 0. Second, parameters obtained by irregularities network and are decoding as the following. 

𝑎 ,  𝐶 ,    𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 ,  

5. Performance evaluation and simulation results encryption 

In this section several simulation examination of the proposed system properties on the video data included 
Salesman, Akiyo, Foreman, Stefan was conducted with numbers frame rate and size specified. The simulation 
was performed by MATLAB software. 

5.1. Theoretical study security in proposed encryption  

In the proposed encryption, pseudo-random sequences generated by the system and function hyperchaotic and 
the original are used for data encryption. In such systems security to key space and randomization depends on a 
pseudo-random sequence. These issues accordance with analysis and review thus are available. 

5.2. Key space in suggested encryption  

Key size used in this method is as follows: 4 bits to store the initial value of hyper-chaos functions, 8 bytes to 
store the number of occurrences the mapping of chaos for initializing to cellular automata (One byte for every 
row), A bit to save the number of repetitions to update cellular automata. Therefore, key size is 13 bytes. Or in 
other words, 2104 will be the space key. We will achieve greater security by increasing the space key. 

5.3. Histogram analysis 

The number of pixels per gray level for an image shows histogram. In general, what is more uniform image 
histogram obtained suggest the possibility of attacks on its statistical will be less. 

Encryption 

Extract parameter 

n-th set of parameter 

n-th set of encrypted parameter 

n-th encrypted block 
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(b) Encrypted frames 

 
)a(main frame 

 
(d) Histogram red level 

 
)c (Histogram red level 

 
(f) Histogram green level 

 
(e)  Histogram green level 

 
(h) Histogram blue level 

 
(g) Histogram blue level 

Figure 4: The Figure a is selection frame from the original video and figure b is encrypted frame. Figures are specified c and e, and g, 
respectively histogram of the red, green and blue original frame and d and f and h respectively histogram figures of red, green and blue 

levels in the frame. As images d, f and h can be seen, the encrypted image histogram is uniform and the possibility of attacks on its statistical 
will be less. 

5.4. Randomization and sensitivity to key in created sequences  

In the case of randomization can be said that under the conditions mentioned and using hyper-chaos complex 
functions and cellular automata, pseudo-random sequences can be created to top randomization. Also encryption 
algorithms from hyper-chaos functions that take advantage to create chaotic sequences, Key to the initial value 
are sensitive and the slightest change in the initial value key led to the creation sequence gets completely 
different. Figure 5 shows the sequence distribution produced by the variable shown X4, which represents 
randomization hyper-chaos functions. 

 
Figure 5: randomization in hyper-chaos function for variable 
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5.5. Amount security in video encoding scheme 

Since in the proposed scheme DC coefficient and AC coefficient signals are encrypted and energy had been low 
frequency coefficients, encryption DC coefficient reduces quality, In case encryption signals AC coefficients 
lead to increased energy loss. In this section based on the implementation of the proposed method on the video 
data includes stefan, foreman, Akiyo, Salesman pays to frame numbers and Sizes specified to examine results. 
Encryption results are shown in Figure 6. For this purpose, we use the concept of PSNR to evaluate the encoder 
quality. First, we determine the amount of MSE between the primary video and the video is encrypted by the 
equation. 

𝑀𝑆𝐸  
1

3 𝑚 𝑛
𝐸 𝑗, 𝑘 𝐷 𝑗, 𝑘

, ,

 

M and n in the above equation video frame size E (j, k) the amount of pixels in the initial video and D (j, k) the 
amount of pixels in the video is encrypted. Then to help the following equation obtains PSNR value between 
Initial video with the encrypted video. 

𝑃𝑆𝑁𝑅 10 log
𝑀𝐴𝑋
𝑀𝑆𝐸

 

Table 1: PSNR related to video data 

Initial video PSNR 

Stefan(176×144) 36.3 

Foreman(176×144) 36.1 

Akiyo(176×144) 35.4 

Salesman(176×144) 38.2 

 
(b) 

 
(a) 

 
(d) 

 
(c) 

Figure 6: video before and after encryption: (a) stefan, (b) foreman, (c) stefan after encryption, (d) foreman after encryption 

5.6. Compression efficiency 

In the proposed scheme encryption operations have been combined with compression and image compression 
process. Given the choice data to encrypt, it seems that there is no much impact on compression efficiency 
because in proposed scheme only DC coefficients signals and AC coefficients are encrypted and changes very 
low ratio compression. Based on the structure MPEG change in signals AC compression has not made any 
change in the ratio, while changing in DC the length of VLC coefficients DC changes. But the same type select 
data order to encryption also reduces the time required for encryption, So that the time required for encoding to 
compress time is very small. The result in Table 2 on experimental data shows the truth of this matter. 

Table 2. Ratio of time encryption to compression 

Initial video Ratio of time encryption to compression 

Stefan(176×144) 0.011 

Foreman(176×144) 0.009 

Akiyo(176×144) 0.010 

Salesman(176×144) 0.015 
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6. Conclusion and Suggestions 

In this paper, a method is provided for video encoding. The proposed scheme were based on hyper-chaos and 
cellular automata functions and has a complex key is used for securing high. Results of experiments performed 
indicate the fact that the proposed scheme has high security hidden, also does not effect on performance 
Compression. These characteristics proposal scheme as to converts an appropriate method for applications. As 
future works can also be the proposed scheme with an image, or a video frame combine to increase system 
security. 
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